Highline Mower

The Highline Radial Contouring Hitch (RCH) is a 15’ batwing mower with a pivoting contouring hitch and walking caster wheels used to maintain grass along roadsides. RCH technology allows the operator to have control over the mower hydraulically from the tractor seat. When using the Highline Mower, the tractor stays on the flat road surface while the mower is shifted to mow down the in-slope of the road. Where the shoulder is narrow, the tractor can go to the bottom of a flat ditch and shift the mower to mow up the slope of the ditch. Working on flat ground rather than at steep grades, puts less stress on the body which greatly reduces operator fatigue. This technology also creates a safer operation by reducing the hazard of rolling over. District 6 staff will evaluate this unit for its ability to safely expedite mowing operations in areas where small mowers are currently used and to see a reduction in equipment repair costs associated with hidden hazards in the grass.
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